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Ontario proposes measures to facilitate mining of critical minerals 

The Ontario government has announced a package of proposed measures in the Building More Mines Act, 
2023, which, if approved, would to help to promote mining activity in Ontario.  These include advancing 
critical minerals projects by making it easier for companies to get a permit to recover minerals from mine 
tailings and waste; allowing more flexibility in the techniques used to rehabilitate mines once they are 
closed.  They would help to advance Ontario’s plan to build an integrated battery metals supply chain.  

As an indication of the scale of the opportunity, EV Nickel, released an initial resource estimate of for an 
area representing 20% of its Shaw Dome Project close to Timmins in northeastern Ontario. The results 
show Indicated Resources of 1.25M tonnes of contained nickel and Inferred Resources of 1.16M tonnes of 
contained nickel. On the assumption that the average EV battery requires around 66kg of nickel, the nickel 
content would be sufficient to produce batteries for 34 million EVs. 

Contemporary Amperex Technology (CATL) exited its investment in Australian lithium producer, Pilbara 
Resources. Originally investing at AUD 0.30 in 2019, it sold its near 7% stake in two tranches at a reported 
AUD 4.10 per share. Reuters reported that the sale has no impact on battery maker's access to Pilbara's 
lithium supply. Pilbara has a five year offtake agreement with battery chemicals maker Yibin Tianyi in 
which CATL is a major shareholder. With the relative weakness in lithium prices, banking a significant profit 
inside four years was probably one of the motivations for CATL’s decision. 

Finally, Australia’s Recharge Industries confirmed that it had been successful in its bid for Britishvolt. It was 
reported that it intends to focus initially on building batteries for energy storage and then to produce 
batteries for high-performance cars. Its targeting the higher margin end of the battery market. 
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https://news.ontario.ca/en/release/1002766/ontario-building-a-stronger-mining-sector
https://evnickel.com/news/ev-nickel-defines-resource-estimate-at-carlangs-a-zone-1-25m-indicated-and-1-16m-inferred-tonnes-of-contained-nickel-a-zone-represents-first-20-of-the-full-carlang/
https://www.afr.com/street-talk/catl-sells-601m-pilbara-minerals-stake-goldman-ubs-split-block-20230302-p5cora
https://www.reuters.com/markets/deals/chinas-catl-sells-its-stake-australian-lithium-producer-pilbara-2023-03-02/
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-64754879
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Metal prices 

 
Bloomberg codes: GOLDLNPM, SLVRLND, PLDMLNPM, PLTMLNPM, BYW1, LOCADY, LONIDY 
Notes.  All performance data to 3 March 2023.  Past performance is not an indicator of future performance 
and the value of an investment may fall as well as rise.  Investors take on currency risk when taking unhedged 
exposure to commodities. 

The week ahead 

6 March Eurozone: Jan Retail Sales; Germany: Jan Industrial Orders; US: Jan Factory Orders 

7 March China: Feb FX reserves, Feb Imports/Exports; US: Chicago PMI, Consumer Confidence 

8 March Canada: BoC Rate Decision; Eurozone: Q4 GDP Revised; Germany: Jan Industrial Output 

9 March China: Feb CPI; US: Initial Jobless Claims 

10 March Germany: Jan CPI Final; UK: Jan GDP Estimate; US: Feb Non-Farm Payrolls 

Further reading 
Bloomberg Nissan Speeds Up Electric Transition Plans With New Targets 
IEA As their sales continue to rise, SUVs’ global CO2 emissions are nearing 1 billion tonnes 
Mercedes-
Benz 

Mercedes-Benz groundbreaking ceremony for battery recycling factory in 
Kuppenheim, Germany 

Reuters Second-life EV batteries as grid-scale storage 
Reuters Fears of European industry exodus to U.S. may be overdone 

Metal Research Major Exchanges Total Copper Inventories (MT)  

 
Data: as 2 March 2023 Source: Bloomberg   

Metal
Price USD 
(3 March)

Weekly change 
%

Year-to-date 
change %

Price vs 200 
day moving 

average

Price vs 52 
week high

Gold 1841.15 1.7% 1.5% 103.8% 90.3%
Silver 21.09 0.0% -11.9% 100.6% 80.6%
Palladium 1451 4.1% -18.3% 76.0% 48.1%
Platinum 978 5.4% -5.1% 103.1% 85.0%
Cobalt 33414.4 -2.8% -22.7% 63.0% 38.1%
Copper 8945 1.6% 6.7% 108.1% 83.4%
Nickel 24405 -1.8% -19.8% 98.2% 53.3%

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-27/nissan-speeds-up-electric-transition-plans-with-new-targets
https://www.iea.org/commentaries/as-their-sales-continue-to-rise-suvs-global-co2-emissions-are-nearing-1-billion-tonnes
https://group-media.mercedes-benz.com/marsMediaSite/en/instance/ko.xhtml?oid=55390266&ls=L2VuL2luc3RhbmNlL2tvLnhodG1sP29pZD00ODM2MjU4
https://group-media.mercedes-benz.com/marsMediaSite/en/instance/ko.xhtml?oid=55390266&ls=L2VuL2luc3RhbmNlL2tvLnhodG1sP29pZD00ODM2MjU4
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2023/03/03/second-life-ev-batteries-as-grid-scale-storage/
https://www.reuters.com/business/fears-european-industry-exodus-us-may-be-overdone-2023-03-03/
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Disclaimer 
For professional clients and eligible counterparties only 

NTree International Limited (“NTree”) is an appointed representative of Messels Ltd. which is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This document does not constitute an offer to buy or sell or a 
solicitation of an offer to buy securities in any company.  

NTree Deutschland GmbH, Germany, is a 100% subsidiary of NTree International Ltd. and acts as a tied 
agent for the account and under the liability of AHP Capital Management GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany. As a tied agent of AHP NTree Deutschland GmbH is allowed to provide investment brokerage and 
investment solicitation in regard to financial instruments in Germany and it is intended expand these activities 
gradually into other EU and EFTA member states. NTree International Ltd. does not provide financial 
services in the European Union. 

NTree manages and distributes the Elementum Metal Securities range of physically-backed metal Exchange 
Traded Commodities (“ETC” or “ETC Securities”). This document is prepared by NTree for Elementum Metal 
Securities. 

This document is not intended for distribution to any other country where such distribution or use would be 
contrary to local law or regulation. Specifically, this document is not intended for general distribution in the 
United States or Canada. Investing in financial markets involves a substantial degree of risk. Nothing 
described herein is intended to imply that an investment is “safe”, “conservative”, “risk free” or “risk averse”.  

This document is intended for information purposes only and does not consider the specific investment 
objective, financial situation or particular needs of any potential investor and is intended only for those 
investors who are capable of understanding the risk of loss of all or a substantial part of their monies. 
Potential investors in the UK are reminded that they will not benefit from the UK investors compensation 
scheme.  

Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is to be relied upon in making 
an investment or other decision. No recommendation is made positive or otherwise, regarding individual 
securities or investments mentioned herein. Any summary list of risk factors does not purport to be a 
complete enumeration or explanation of the risks involved in an investment in short and leveraged products. 
Prospective clients must consult with their own legal, tax and financial advisers before deciding to invest. 

This document contains the opinions of the author and such opinions are subject to change without notice. 
The source of data is NTree unless otherwise stated. No guarantee is made to the accuracy of the information 
provided which has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. This document and the information 
contained herein is intended only for the use of persons (or entities they represent) to whom it has been 
provided. 

This document is marketing material. Before investing an investor should read the Prospectus and KID 
available at https://www.elementummetals.com  

Risk Factors 
Investment in the ETC Securities will involve a significant degree of risk. Investors may lose the value of their 
entire investment or part of it. Each prospective purchaser of, or investor in, ETC Securities should be familiar 
with instruments having characteristics similar to the ETC Securities and should fully understand the terms of 
the ETC Securities and the nature and extent of its exposure to risk of loss.  

Performance and capital loss: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The value of an 
investment may go down as well as up and can result in losses, up to and including a total loss of the amount 
initially invested. 

Generic risks: Investments in ETCs involve numerous risks including, but not limited to, metal market risks, 
foreign exchange risks, interest rate risks, and liquidity risks. 

 

https://www.elementummetals.com/

